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Abstract
The unparalleled efficiency of next-generation sequencing (NGS) has prompted widespread adoption, but
significant problems remain in the use of NGS data for whole genome assembly. We explore the advantages and
disadvantages of chicken genome assemblies generated using a variety of sequencing and assembly
methodologies. NGS assemblies are equivalent in some ways to a Sanger-based assembly yet deficient in others.
Nonetheless, these assemblies are sufficient for the identification of the majority of genes and can reveal novel
sequences when compared to existing assembly references.
Background
Whole genome assemblies are defined as hierarchical
structures of sequence units, or ‘contigs’,b u i l tf r o m
overlapping sequence reads, that are linked together
physically into higher order ‘supercontigs’. How comple-
tely one can reconstruct the genome of a species
de novo is dependent on a number of genomic proper-
ties, including repeat content, heterozygosity and ploidy,
as well as the sequencing platform used to generate the
primary data. Over the past decade most large (>1 Gbp)
genomes were sequenced exclusively on capillary-based
Sanger sequencers. The emergence of next-generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies has led to the promise
of rapidly generating de novo genome assemblies for a
wide variety of species, including vertebrates with large
complex genomes. Although the use of NGS data is
now an established paradigm for producing microbe
assemblies, constructing highly contiguous assemblies
using NGS data from higher organisms has been chal-
lenging [1,2]. Li et al. [1] generated independent
de novo assemblies of two human genomes, and the
more contiguous of these two covered 95% of the
human reference. In the latest example, Gnerre et al.[ 3 ]
generated even higher contiguity human and mouse
assemblies using a spectrum of library types sequenced
on the Illumina platform. Despite these advances, many
questions remain about the optimal NGS data mixture
required to reach contiguity goals, making chromosomal
assignments from NGS contigs and supercontigs, and
the effect of NGS assemblies on gene annotation,
among others.
Sequencing technology development continues its
rapid pace with great promise for significant cost savings
for de novo projects [4]. The most prevalent commer-
cially available NGS instruments include the Roche 454
Life Sciences Genome Sequencer FLX [5], Applied Bio-
systems SOLiD [6], and the Illumina Inc. Genome Ana-
lyzer (GA) IIx and HiSeq 2000 [7]. Read lengths for
NGS platforms range from 50 to 400+ bp, with data
volumes measured in the hundreds of megabases to well
over a gigabase per run, in both fragment and paired
end configurations. In fact, the sheer volume of NGS
data is a significant challenge to assembly algorithm
development in areas where computer memory may be
limited. Library insert size is also variable, with several
long-span paired-end library protocols available [3].
To assemble short read types, numerous algorithms
have been developed that rely on graph-based
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cally developed to avoid the problems faced when trying
to apply traditional overlap-layout-consensus methods
to NGS data: short and numerous read overlaps, parti-
cularly for Illumina/SOLiD data, that prove to be too
computationally demanding [9,10]. Most all of these
algorithms rely on the de Bruijn graph method [11]. For
longer 454 reads, the de Bruijn graph method and the
traditional overlap-layout-consensus approach are used
with specific modifications, such as filtering partial
adaptor sequences, homopolymer runs, and redundant
read pairs [12,13]. Regardless of which sequencing tech-
nology is used, how well the assembly algorithm
addresses the inherent weaknesses of each technology
determines, in large part, the assembly quality.
With the relatively simplistic structure of the chicken
genome [14] and estimated size of 1.2 Gbp, we hypothe-
sized it would serve as an optimal assembly model. Per-
tinent advantages include the many available validation
resources, such as the current reference assembly, 193
finished BACs, and gene annotations. Importantly, each
of these resources was generated from the same DNA
source used to generate the NGS data, allowing for a
true apples-to-apples assessment of assembly quality.
Results
Sequencing
The DNA source was the original female red jungle fowl
bird (UDC 001). A total of 14-fold sequence coverage of
454 (FLX and Titanium) and 74-fold coverage of Illu-
mina (GA IIx) data was generated (Table S1 in Addi-
tional file 1). The targets for total 454 read coverage
were modeled after our experiments with the Caenor-
habditis elegans genome, whereas the Illumina coverage
model followed the recommendations of an earlier
report [1,2]. Read lengths varied depending on the
instrument and the single versus paired-end approach to
library construction. On the 454 platform, 11-fold cover-
age of Titanium fragment reads, 1-fold coverage of FLX
paired-end reads with 3-kbp inserts, and 1-fold coverage
of Titanium paired-end reads with 20-kbp inserts were
generated. On the Illumina platform, 30-fold coverage of
2 × 100-bp paired-end reads with 200-bp inserts, 32-fold
coverage of 2 × 100-bp paired-end reads with 300-bp
inserts, and 12-fold coverage of paired-end reads with 2-
kbp inserts were generated. The cost advantage of NGS
data represents a savings of 16- to 160-fold compared to
legacy technology (Figure 1).
Assembly
Assemblies were generated using Newbler (version 2.0.1)
[12] and SOAPdenovo (release 1.04) [1]. The chicken
reference assembly used for comparisons was produced
with PCAP [14]. The total assembled bases contained in
contigs greater than 100 bp was 0.98 Gbp and 1.00 Gbp
for the 454/Newbler and Illumina/SOAP assemblies,
respectively.
Contiguity
Contiguity statistics were computed for all assemblies
(Table 1). The reference assembly demonstrated the
highest contiguity statistics with a N50 contig length
of 45 kbp and N50 supercontig length of 11 Mbp. The
N50 statistic is defined as the largest length, L,s u c h
that 50% of all nucleotides are contained in contigs/
supercontigs of size at least L. With a negligible differ-
ence in assembled genome size (1.0 Gbp 454/Newbler
versus 0.98 Gbp Illumina/SOAP), contig N50 lengths
for the 454/Newbler and Illumina/SOAP assemblies
were 2.8- and 3.7-fold lower than the reference,
respectively (Table 1). Supercontig N50 lengths for the
454/Newbler and Illumina/SOAP assemblies were 18.9-
and 35-fold lower than the reference, respectively
(Table 1). In general, we observed greater fragmenta-
tion and smaller contig and supercontig N50s in NGS
assemblies.
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Figure 1 Sequencing cost of NGS assemblies compared to the
reference assembly. The coverage of raw bases for the reference
assembly is 6.6-fold, for the 454/Newbler assembly 14-fold, and for
the Illumina/SOAP assembly 74-fold.
Table 1 Comparative assembly contiguity and accuracy
measures
Metric Reference 454/Newbler Illumina/SOAP
Q20 coverage (×) 6.1 11.1 68.6
N50 contig (kbp) 45 16 12
N50 supercontig (kbp) 11,000 584 314
BAC coverage (%) 98.4 96.0 95.6
Gene coverage (%) 97.7 93.0 93.5
Substitution rate (%) 0.0174 0.0179 0.0073
Deletion rate (%) 0.0009 0.034 0.0005
Insertion rate (%) 0.0012 0.0049 0.0002
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We estimated accuracy by aligning each NGS assembly
to finished BACs and examining single base substitution,
insertion, and deletion rates (see Materials and meth-
ods). We observed that the single base substitution rates
were low (<0.02%) for all assemblies (Table 1). More-
over, the insertion rates were even lower (< 0.005%)
regardless of assembly type. In contrast, the 454/New-
bler assembly showed a considerably higher deletion
rate of 0.034% (Table 1).
We also estimated the rate of mis-assembled contigs
from the NGS assemblies relative to the reference
assembly by identifying contigs that were uniquely
aligned to more than one chromosome, within sequence
length cutoffs. Alignments shorter than the defined cut-
offs were not considered. When normalized to average
supercontig length, the Illumina/SOAP assembly
demonstrated fewer mis-assembly events compared to
the 454/Newbler assembly at all measured size cutoffs
(10 to 50 kbp; Table 2). While most are true mis-assem-
blies, as seen when they are examined manually, some
could be examples of contigs mis-ordered in the refer-
ence assembly. However, the BAC fingerprint map,
genetic linkage and radiation hybrid maps, mRNA infor-
mation, and extensive manual annotation have been
incorporated into the reference assembly [14], making
incorrect sequence placement in the reference less likely.
An earlier extrapolation of predicted mis-ordered con-
tigs within the chicken reference was less than 0.1%
[14]. Additionally, we mapped an independent set of
sequence data from a 2-kbp paired-end Illumina libary
to each assembly using BWA [15]. Of 126.6 million
pairs total, 48.7 million aligned properly to the reference
assembly, 44.6 million to the 454/Newbler assembly,
and 47.5 million to the Illumina/SOAP assembly. The
results showed that NGS assemblies generally have
more unmapped pairs, but a higher level of fidelity in
the Illumina/SOAP assembly. As expected, the majority
of mis-assembly events in the 454/Newbler and Illu-
mina/SOAP assemblies that were visually inspected
were due to repeat structure flanking unique sequence.
Genome representation
The percentage of test assembly bases aligned to fin-
ished BACs, considered to be the highest quality
reference due to the use of robust base calling error
models, manual local assembly inspection and a haploid
DNA source, was evaluated as a measure of genome
representation. Using a set of 193 finished autosomal
BAC sequences (38 Mbp), derived from the same DNA
source as the reference, the reference assembly covered
98.4% of total bases, while the NGS assemblies covered
96.0% (454/Newbler) and 95.6% (Illumina/SOAP) of the
finished BACs, respectively (Table 1).
The NGS assemblies were then aligned to the refer-
ence assembly using BLAT [16] with a 95% identity cut-
off to evaluate whole-genome coverage and identify
potential missing sequences in the reference. In this
analysis multiple matches of each query were allowed.
Both NGS assemblies covered 94.0% of the reference
assembly. All contigs from each test assembly with no
alignment to the reference were assessed for sequence
content that was not captured by Sanger sequencing.
The Illumina/SOAP assembly generated a total of 24
Mbp of novel sequence that have no alignment to the
current reference sequence at 90% identity and 21 Mbp
of non-reference sequence was found in the 454/New-
bler assembly. We aligned these novel sequences against
the nt database [17] with 98% identity and 200 bp
length cutoff. Most aligned to recently finished chicken
BAC or cDNA/mRNA sequences. In total, 81.0% of the
novel sequences from the Illumina/SOAP assembly and
48.1% from the 454/Newbler assembly matched recently
sequenced BACs. We found 16.3% of the novel
sequences from the Illumina/SOAP assembly and 9.0%
from the 454/Newbler assembly matched cDNA/mRNA
sequences. Approximately 41.6% of the novel sequences
from the 454/Newbler assembly that did not align to the
reference were composed of contamination, as opposed
to 0.4% from the Illumina/SOAP assembly. Most of the
contamination (83.3%) in the 454/Newbler assembly is
from Escherichia coli. After removing contamination,
the test assemblies presented a total of 31 Mbp of puta-
tively valid non-reference sequence, 12 Mbp of which
was shared between the test assemblies (Figure 2). The
average GC content of this shared non-reference portion
was 54.2%, higher than the estimated 41.6% GC content
for the reference genome-wide.
Gene representation
A comprehensive evaluation of gene coverage utilized
two independent gene transcript sources: 17,934
unspliced Gallus gallus gene transcripts from Ensembl
59 [18] and 19,626 finished cDNAs [19]. Approximately
97.7% of the total bases from the unspliced gene tran-
script set were present in the reference (Table 1). Both
NGS assemblies cover about 93% of gene bases, which
are, on average, 4% less than those covered by the refer-
ence assembly (Table 1).
Table 2 Mis-assembly events for various length cutoffs
normalized to average supercontig length
Mis-assembly size (kbp) 454/Newbler Illumina/SOAP
10 31 (51) 6 (7)
25 8 (25) 3 (6)
50 6 (22) 1 (3)
Values in parentheses are mis-assembly events before normalization.
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evaluated the relative coverage of the reference and test
assemblies across the 19k cDNA set, initially using a
threshold of 90% transcript length and >95% identity to
indicate successful coverage. Using these criteria, the
reference contains 11% more complete cDNAs than the
best NGS assembly (Additional file 2). We noted that by
drastically lowering the length threshold to 20% of the
cDNA length, cDNA coverage of both NGS assemblies
increases approximately 20% (Additional file 2). Interest-
ingly, at the 20% length cutoff, both NGS assemblies
outperformed the reference, reflecting the fragmented
nature of NGS assemblies. Most likely, the NGS assem-
blies are able to reveal more partial genes. As an exam-
ple of the gene fragmentation observed in NGS
assemblies, we mapped NGS assembly supercontigs to
the reference assembly for the Rap guanine nucleotide
exchange factor gene (5,083 transcript base length),
located on chromosome 13. The gene is broken into six
supercontigs in the Illumina/SOAP assembly, and four
in the 454/Newbler assembly (Figure 3), demonstrating
reduced representation in each NGS assembly.
Discussion
Using several assembly quality metrics, the critical ques-
tion we wished to address was how do de novo NGS
assemblies compare to the Gallus_gallus-2.1 reference
[14], an assembly based on well-established Sanger data.
Our results have validated previous reports [1] that the
assembly of large (>1 Gbp) vertebrate genomes is possi-
ble using both 454 and Illumina data. The NGS assem-
blies discussed herein represent advancements in our
ability to assemble and analyze large genomes using
NGS, further diminishing the need for solely relying on
Sanger sequencing in de novo genome projects and pre-
senting an opportunity to explore hybrid assemblies that
utilize reads from multiple sequencing platforms, espe-
cially for existing low coverage Sanger projects.
In spite of ongoing debate on what should be the gen-
ome assembly standard in the era of NGS [20], it is
encouraging that our assemblies and others derived
from NGS are progressing to higher levels of contiguity
and quality, and show promise in identifying novel
sequences. This study is the first report to measure
changes in single base substitution, insertion, and dele-
tion rates as well as contig order and orientation among
NGS assemblies derived from the same DNA source as
a published reference. The advantage of this approach is
that we can be confident mis-assembly calls are not due
to structural variation between individuals. Using discor-
dant paired end mapping and contig alignment methods,
we conclude the reference is of higher quality than
either NGS assembly. Overall, our estimates of the rate
of mis-assembly events within NGS assemblies, as
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Figure 3 Gene fragmentation in NGS assemblies. Gene ENSGALG00000006569 locates from 16,937,180 to 17,042,224 on chromosome 13 in
the Gallus-gallus-2.1 reference. The gene is broken into six scaffolds in the Illumina/SOAP assembly, and four scaffolds in the 454/Newbler
assembly. Green bars represent scaffolds in the Illumina/SOAP assembly, and red bars represent scaffolds in the 454/Newbler assembly. Solid
colored bars within scaffolds represent aligned regions while open bars denote gaps. The percentage GC (%GC) plot shows the relative GC
content along the genome sequence. The horizontal red line indicates 50% GC content.
(b) (a)
54.8% GC 53.3% GC
12.3Mbp 6.7Mbp 12.2Mbp
Figure 2 Novel sequence in NGS assemblies compared to the
reference assembly. Each assembly was aligned to the
Gallus_gallus-2.1 reference using BLAT and unaligned sequence was
retained. After contamination removal, the 454/Newbler and
Illumina/SOAP assemblies contain 18.9 Mbp and 24.5 Mbp of novel
sequence, respectively. The NGS assemblies shared 12.2 Mbp of the
non-reference sequence. (a) 454/Newbler (red); (b) Illumina/SOAP
(green).
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to the lower cost Illumina/SOAP assembly (Table 2). In
practice, repeat element expansion and organization in
the genomes of other more complex species will deter-
mine if comparable assembly accuracy is achievable.
Importantly, even Sanger based draft assemblies are not
complete in the accurate representation of segmental
duplications but this is much more a problem in NGS
assemblies [21].
It is generally accepted that the 454 sequencing
method has a diminished ability to accurately measure
homopolymer base stretches compared to other plat-
forms. This manifested in our analysis as a higher dele-
tion rate in the 454/Newbler assembly than the
Illumina/SOAP assembly and the reference assembled
with PCAP, despite the optimization of Newbler to han-
dle this error model by considering flowgrams. That
said, Newbler showed a lower deletion rate than the
PCAP assembler when applied to the same 454 data set,
most likely because PCAP does not consider flowgrams
(Table S3 in Additional file 1) [9]. Interestingly, assem-
bling a combination of Sanger and 454 reads effectively
lowers the deletion rate using CABOG [13], which was
optimized for assembling hybrid data (Table S3 in Addi-
tional file 1). Other post-assembly manipulation meth-
ods can also be utilized to correct deletion or insertion
errors, regardless of read types [22].
The discovery of novel sequence not found in the cur-
rent chicken reference assembly was another important
goal of these NGS assembly experiments. The chicken
genome is rich with high GC microchromosomes that
are typically underrepresented by whole-genome Sanger
sequencing approaches compared to the macrochromo-
somes [14]. These high GC regions are also known to be
gene rich; thus, their under-representation is a possible
culprit for initial low gene number estimates [14]. An
important question, then, is whether NGS can be used to
recover these GC-rich regions and other sequences not
captured in existing Sanger-based draft assemblies. In
this study, NGS assemblies uncovered a total of 31 Mbp
of non-reference sequence with a high average GC con-
tent (54.2%) compared to the autosomal average (41.6%).
It appears NGS can be a useful means to capture missing
sequences in draft assemblies that were built using San-
ger data. The 454 platform has also been shown to be
effective in the recovery of sequences from microbial
genomes with high GC content (>60% GC) [23] and in
closing gaps in the human genome [24]. Furthermore, a
protist genome project (Leishmania donovani) utilized
Illumina data to close 46% of the gaps in a 454-based
assembly, showing that hybrid approaches can effectively
leverage the strengths of each platform [25].
In terms of gene representation, we observed approxi-
mately 93% coverage of the Ensembl gene set in both
NGS assemblies, similar to the 89% of RefSeq genes cov-
ered by an all-Illumina assembly of the human genome
[1]. This number does not express, however, whether
gene footprints are represented contiguously, and we
f o u n de v i d e n c eo fh i g hg e n ef r a g m e n t a t i o ni nN G S
assemblies when we reduced our alignment length
thresholds. In support of these findings, only 70% of
known human genes were found to be in one scaffold of
a human sample assembled from all Illumina reads, sug-
gesting extensive disruptions in gene contiguity [21].
Clearly, there is an increasing need for robust gene
modeling algorithms that can take such fragmentation
into account. Additionally, the difficulty of chromosomal
assignment, ordering and orientating NGS contigs and
supercontigs increases in parallel with fragmentation.
While the low repetitive content (approximately 10%)
of the chicken genome [14] limits the direct modeling
of assembly quality expectations for genomes with
higher repeat complexity, such as mammals, there are
several analyses that can be performed equally well on
NGS and Sanger-based assemblies. Non-coding RNA
transcripts having lengths shorter than typical NGS read
and contig lengths can be readily annotated from known
non-coding RNA. However, there are an equal number
of limitations encountered when using these NGS
assemblies. A summary of the assembly algorithm bar-
riers and outcome confines has been presented else-
where [21,22,26]. One example is the inability to detect
the distribution of segmental duplications within the
genome, considered crucibles of gene birth [21].
The intermediate-sized chicken genome (1.2 Gbp)
serves as a good starting point to test and optimize algo-
rithms prior to assembling mammalian genomes. For
microbial genomes, short insert libraries are sufficient to
produce high quality assemblies. When considering lar-
ger genomes, longer reads and libraries with larger
insert sizes are necessary to span longer repeats. As this
paper was under review, Gnerre et al. [3] successfully
assembled mammalian genomes with greatly improved
coverage and accuracy using ALLPATHS-LG. These
assemblies cover about 40% of segmental duplication
content, compared to about 12% in SOAP assemblies.
Although the ALLPATHs-LG algorithm requires specia-
lized libraries to assemble mammalian genomes, includ-
ing long fragment, short jump, long jump and fosmid
jump libraries at high coverage, and a minimum of 90-
fold coverage, we are eager to test its effectiveness on a
range of complex genomes.
The cost advantage of NGS [4] has already pushed
whole genome sequencing budgets into a more accepta-
ble range for numerous funding agencies, prompting an
international consortium of scientists to propose
sequencing 10,000 vertebrate species [27]. With the pro-
mise of even longer read lengths from evolving
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plete genome sequences, even navigating repeat struc-
tures that have been resistant to all types of assembly
methodology, is moving forward. Efforts to optimize this
approach are underway in our lab and many others with
the goal of increasing the utility of de novo assemblies
in comparative and experimental studies.
Conclusions
Here we present evidence that NGS assembly quality is
sufficient to obtain coverage of the majority of genic
content from a moderately sized vertebrate genome,
with suitable contiguity for many genomic analyses, and
uncover previously un-represented sequences. Excep-
tions included high deletion rates within 454-only New-
bler assemblies and high gene fragmentation among all
NGS assemblies compared to a Sanger-based reference.
For this reason we predict the advancement and integra-
tion of long-span paired-end libraries will ultimately be
needed to produce robust and highly contiguous NGS
assemblies with greater coverage of entire gene foot-
prints. Thus, users of NGS assemblies should be aware
of these current benefits and limitations.
Materials and methods
Resources
DNA from a single female red jungle fowl (UCD 001) was
used for all library construction and sequencing [14].
Sequencing
Libraries for 454 Titanium fragment, FLX 3 kbp and
T i t a n i u m2 0k b pp a i r e d - e n ds equencing were prepared
using standard protocols (Roche 454 Life Sciences). 454
sequence reads were generated according to established
methods [12]. Q20 base coverage for each read type is
summarized in Table S1 in Additional file 1. Illumina
sequencing was completed on the Illumina GA IIx
instrument using standard protocols. All the reads have
been deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive
[SRA:SRP005856].
Assembly
The pre-released version 2.0.1 of Newbler was used to
generate the 454 assembly (Roche 454 Life Sciences).
The parameters for the Newbler assembly were: -large
-consed and -cpu 8. SOAPdenovo version 1.04 [1] was
used for the assembly of Illumina reads. The parameters
for the SOAP assembly were: -K 31 -R -p 8. For the two
small insert libraries, pair_num_cutoff = 4 and map_len
= 35; for the large insert library, pair_num_cutoff = 5
and map_len = 35. The assemblies were performed on a
computer having eight 2.9 GHz Quad-Core AMD
Opteron Model 8389 processors (32 processor cores
total) and 512 GB of RAM running GNU/Linux
(Ubuntu 8.04 LTS).
Quality assessment
A total of 193 finished BAC clones covering 38 Mbp
were used for quality assessment of the assemblies. We
compared each assembly to the finished clones to evalu-
ate a number of metrics, including discrepancies (substi-
tutions, deletions, insertions) and coverage. There are
three major phases to the process: WU-BLASTN [28]
alignment of each finished clone against the assembly
contigs, refining those alignments with Cross-Match
[29] using default parameters, and then calculating
alignment statistics. For global mis-assembly events
measured in Table 2 we aligned the NGS assemblies to
the chicken reference Gallus_gallus-2.1 with BLAT [16].
Contigs that were uniquely aligned to more than one
chromosome or region beyond specified sequence length
cutoffs were counted as mis-assembled contigs. The
total number of mis-assembled contigs at each threshold
was normalized to average supercontig length. Normali-
zation is done by:
N × 100 kbp/L
where N is the number of mis-assembly events and L
is the average supercontig length.
Estimating amount of novel sequence
All contigs from each respective assembly were broken
into 1-kbp non-overlapping segments (except the last seg-
ment of the contig; if its length was less than 1 kbp, it was
searched instead as a piece of the penultimate 1-kbp seg-
ment). Each segment was aligned to the Gallus_gallus-2.1
reference using BLAT [16]. All unmapped sequences over
50 bp were considered putative novel sequences.
Coverage of gene transcripts
Assembled contigs were fragmented into sequential 1-
kbp chunks and aligned by WU-BLAST (parameters:
M=1N=- 3R=3Q=3w o r d m a s k=s e gl c m a s k
topcomboN = 1 hspsepsmax = 100 golmax = 0 B =
250 V = 250) to the full set of 17,934 unspliced G. gal-
lus gene transcripts downloaded from Ensembl 59 via
BioMart [18]. This allowed us to consider only the sin-
gle, best alignment per query when calculating cover-
age. We filtered out all alignments that did not meet a
cutoff of greater than 95% identity over at least 100
bp. We then calculated the total number of bases
uniquely covered across all chicken genes. Secondly,
we searched 19,626 finished cDNA sequences [19]
against all assemblies using BLAT (default settings)
with a minimum identity of 90% at varying alignment
length cutoffs.
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Additional file 1: Tables S1 to S3 - sequence coverage and
additional assembly results.
Additional file 2: Figure S1 - coverage of finished cDNAs. Coverage
of finished cDNAs (19,626 sequences) as measured using BLAT. A cDNA
sequence was considered as sufficiently covered if the percentage
identity (95%) and length of the mapped portion was over the indicated
cutoff. The alignment length cutoffs shown are 90%, 50%, and 20%. Blue
represents the reference, red the 454/Newbler assembly, and green the
Illumina/SOAP assembly.
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BAC: bacterial artificial chromosome; bp: base pair; GA: Genome Analyzer;
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